Conceptual Ideas

- New bamboo : architecture and design / Marcelo Villegas - 721.0449 N532
- Out of the ordinary : architecture, urbanism, design / David B. Brownlee - 720.922 O94
- Alvaro Siza : complete works / Kenneth Frampton - 720.92 S625f
- R.M. Schindler / Judith Sheine - 720.92 S543
- The architecture of R.M. Schindler / organized by Elizabeth A.T. Smith - 720.92 S336
- The American architect from the colonial era to the present / Cecil D. Elliott - 720.2373 E46
- Architecture, art, parallels, connections / Barry A. Berkus - 720.1 B513
- Louis Kahn / Joseph Rykwert - 720.92 R993
- I.M. Pei : a profile in American architecture / Carter Wiseman - 720.92 P377w
- Mies in America / edited by Phyllis Lambert - 720.92 M632L
- Fallingwater, a Frank Lloyd Wright country house / Edgar Kaufmann, Jr - 728.372 K21
- Modern architecture / Alan Colquhoun - 724.6 C722
- In the nature of materials, 1887-1941; the buildings of Frank Lloyd Wright - 720.8 H67i
- Louis Kahn's situated modernism - 720.92 G618
- Auldbrass : Frank Lloyd Wright's forgotten masterpiece - 720.92 D361
- Architecture : the critics' choice : 150 masterpieces of western architecture / edited by Dan Cruickshank - 720.9182 A673
- Space, time and architecture; the growth of a new tradition - 720.9 G454
- The houses we live in - 728.3709 H856
- Daniel Libeskind : the space of encounter - 720.92 L695
- Brick : a world history / James W.P. Campbell - 721.04421 C188
- Recycling buildings : renovations, remodelings, restorations, and reuses - 721.028 R111
- Architecture in Chicago & mid-America; a photographic history - 720.977 A572

Architectural Graphics

- Architecture, form, space & order / Francis D. K. Ching - 720.1 C539
- Color drawing : design drawing skills and techniques for architects, landscape architects, and interior designers / Michael E. Doyle - 720.284 D753
- Architectural rendering techniques : a color reference / Mike W. Lin - 720.284 L735a
- Drawing and designing with confidence : a step-by-step guide / Mike W. Lin - 720.284 L735
- Freehand drawing for architects and interior designers - 720.284 D552
- Basic perspective drawing : a visual approach / John Montague - 742 M759
- Architectural graphics / Francis D.K. Ching - 720.284 C539

Architectural References Sources

- Architectural graphic standards for residential construction / Janet Rumbarger - REF 692.1 A673
- Dictionary of architecture & construction / edited by Cyril M. Harris - **REF 720.3 D554**
- Encyclopedia of 20th century architecture / R. Stephen Sennott - **REF 724.603 E56**
- Ramsey/Sleeper architectural graphic standards / John Ray Hoke, Jr - **REF 721.0284 R183**

**Items Placed on Reserve (Library Circulation Desk)**

- 10 X 10 / Iona Baird - **RESERVE DESK - 724.6 T289**
- Bungalow : the ultimate arts & crafts home / Jane Powell & Linda Svendsen - **RESERVE DESK - 728.3709 P884**
- Frank Gehry, architect / J. Fiona Ragheb - **RESERVE DESK - 720.92 G311**
- Le Corbusier and the continual revolution in architecture / Charles Jencks - **RESERVE DESK - 720.92 J51**
- 10 X 10 / Marcel Breuer, architect : the career and the buildings / Isabelle Hyman - **RESERVE DESK - 720.92 H996**
- Pools, patios, and fabulous outdoor living spaces / Tina Skinner, Melissa Cardona - **RESERVE DESK - 728.9 S628 H996**